Rocket from cardstock

Print this page on cardstock.

Color in all white shapes.

Cut shapes out.

Fold over the gray flaps on tail fins and cones.

Wrap the square around a film canister to make a tall cylinder. Tape it.

Put glue stick on gray flaps of tail fin. Glue to rocket.

Roll nose cone into a cone. Tape the blue edge over the gray flap.

Remove film canister.
Rocket from craft foam

Print this page on paper
Use it as a pattern, tracing shapes on craft form, then cut shapes out.

Wrap the square around a film canister to make a tall cylinder (twice as tall as film canister.) You may need to trim it a bit to get rid of overlap when you wrap it. Glue or tape edges together.

Cut out tail fins, glue to rocket.
Roll nose cone into a cone. Tape or glue blue edge to blue edge. Then glue on top of rocket.
Remove film canister.